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This product is for household use only. Do not use for industrial purpose.
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Avoid from exposing this appliance to direct 
sunlight or oil.

Do not use the inner pot that dropped.
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 to select Double Cook page 8

 to start cooking page 7

 to start Rapid eco Mode page 7

CORD

Hook Button

Operation Panel

Operation Panel

 to select Slow Cook     page 10
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Example : When cooking 3 cups of rice in Rice Cooker Menu

How to Steam
Manually
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When plug in, current menu 

 setting will be displayed.

 Each time  is pressed,

 mark will show Jasmine rice/Brown rice/Mixed rice/

Porridge (Thick,Thin)/Sticky rice.

 The cooker always starts initial setting with White rice menu.
When you select White

There are 2 cooking method selections as 
following:
2.1 Normal cooking

- Press [Cook] button

2.2 Rapid eco cooking
- Press [Rapid eco] button

 When [Cook] or [Rapid eco] button is pressed, the 
time will not be shown. You will hear the melody and 
it will start cooking. (Normal cooking and rapid eco
cooking have different melodies.)  At steaming stage, 
the time left (min.) will be displayed as below and will 
count down by a minute.

Warm light will be on and keep warming 
system will automatically work.  
Please enjoy the rice as soon as 
possible after it is cooked.

 LCD display will show passed 
warming time from 0h to 12h. 
(When 13 hours have passed,
it will be displayed same as 
when cooking is started.)

 If the rice is not stirred properly, it may absorb steam and 
become too glutinous or hard.

 You may see a slight dimple in the center of cooked rice, or 
white and soft rice where it contacts the inner pot.

When rice is cooked, it will be automatically switched to keep warming operation. If you do not want 

to warm, pressed  button and unplug.

You will hear a melody and cooking will start.
* (Normal cooking and rapid eco cooking have 

different melodies.) immediately by pressing 

pressing  button for rapid eco cooking.

Note for White rice cooking

Light on

Press  [MENU] button to select the menu. 

Blink

Light on

Jasmine Brown Mixed  Grain

Sticky Steam Cake,

Jasmine rice

Porridge

Blink

Light on

RZ-D10GFY

RZ-D18GFY

Keeping warm
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Prepare the rice and food to be steamed.



Dry the inside and the bottom of inner pot and wipe out

to remove any foreign objects.

Make sure that the inner pot contact directly with the

heating plate. Keep moving slightly until it fits.

You will hear a melody and cooking light will be on.

Then it will start baking cake with the setting time.

LCD will display the remaining time for every minute.

Cook Book (page 20). 



“     ”  mark will be  shown at  “ Timer ” position
and time setting for slow cooking will be blinked with
cook light  while setting time.

Press [Menu] button to select [Slow Cook].

Press [Cook] button. You will hear a melody and cooking light will be on. 

Then it will start slow cooking with the setting time.

LCD will display the remaining time every minute.

When slow cooking completes the setting time, cooking

light will be off and warm light will be on. There will be 

buzzer sound when cooking is finished.



LCD will display the remaining time every minute.

You can set the timer up to 12 hour 30 min.

Press [Down/Up] button according to time
difference.

Press [Cook] button.

You can not use program cooking unless you
press        button to turn on the cooker.

Each time you press

[Down] button, time will

decrease by 30 min. Each

time you press [Up] button.

time will increase by 30 mins.

For above example,

timer is set to 11 hours 30 mins.

Press



Remove from main body to wash with soft material such as sponge 

lock into the steam cap. 

by using dish soap.

Remove steam cap cover from the steam cap 
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Off/Warm]

[Cook/Reheat]

Off/Warm]





Steamed Blue Crab with Chili Sauce

2 Cod fish 100 g each
30 grams pork belly, finely sliced
1 to 1 1/2 tablespoons light soy sauce
1 teaspoon sesame oil
3 tablespoons ginger, finely sliced
1 spring onion, finely sliced
1/2 long red chili, finely sliced
Rice
Plain water



Thai Style Gado Gado





Mixed Vegetables
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